Monte Carlo Yachts begins the new year with a strong showing at
international boating awards in Asia as well as in Europe.
These prestigious acknowledgements received by the models of MCY’
second generation coincide with the reveal of the new Skylounge
Collection. In fact the MCY 70 Skylounge, first model of the new range, is
set for its first public showing at the Miami Yacht Show.
Important and meaningful moments for Monte Carlo Yachts, that we are
glad to share with you.

MCY 80 on display at Boot Düsseldorf
Again this year, Monte Carlo Yachts participated at boot Düsseldorf, a very important
appointment in which our shipyard met dealers, partners, press and special guests
coming from all continents. A shiny MCY 80, appreciated by visitors, represented the
entire Collection design and fine craftsmanship.
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Guests have been welcomed in a Giorgetti designed and decorated
lounge, testifying the ongoing partnership between Monte Carlo Yachts
and a brand that represents Italian excellence worldwide.
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Coffee and conversation with Monte Carlo Yachts
On Sunday 19, Monte Carlo Yachts had the pleasure to welcome the International
Press in its private lounge area at boot Düsseldorf.
During the meeting Fabrizio Iarrera and Carlo Nuvolari unveiled the new MCY 70
Skylounge: the first model of the new Monte Carlo Yachts Collection developed with
the well-being of the customer in mind, in order to create even larger interior volumes,
wider views and increased brightness all year round.
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“We firmly believe in a close and continuous relationship with our
customers, and the MCY Skylounge Collection is the perfect example of
this. We received requests from a number of markets for yachts with even
broader and more versatile interior spaces to be enjoyed all year round.
We are now able to fully satisfy these customers’ requests with the new
models we’re presenting today, which both exemplify and build on Monte
Carlo Yachts’ production and design philosophies.”
Fabrizio Iarrera - Monte Carlo Yachts’ Managing Director
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Good news come in threes
The new MCY 76 and the new MCY 66 receive international recognition at industry
awards across the globe.
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“We are honored to receive three prestigious awards for our second
generation MCY Collection just as we prepare the launch of the Skylounge
range. Our design and production philosophy continues to be
acknowledged by the industry and our customers, and we’re excited to
showcase the MCY 70 Skylounge at the upcoming Miami Yacht Show
following its announcement at Boot Düsseldorf.”
Fabrizio Iarrera - Monte Carlo Yachts’ Managing Director

The second generation just launched MCY 76 was the Best of the Best 2019 in the
“Yachts under 100 feet” category according to the influential Robb Report China,
while the MCY 66 won the Polish Yacht of the Year in the “Yachts over 9 meters”
category. Organized by Zagle Magazine, the awards ceremony will take place during
the 32nd edition of the Wind and Water show to be held in Warsaw (March 12-15).
The MCY 66 also received praise during Boot Düsseldorf’s 2020 Motor Boat Awards
in the “Flybridge over 60 feet” category where it was highly commended for being “an
elegant cruiser that cuts a dash amongst the competition and proves to be a refined
and accomplished cruising machine.”
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Focus on

As Asia Yachting sails into its 13th year in the industry, the team has expanded and
matured to be diversified and well-experienced with one-stop scope of services from
new and second-hand boats, to management, maintenance, crew support, berthing
plus insurance & financing solutions.
Alongside the current territories of Hong Kong and Macau, Asia Yachting will expand
its offerings of new boat ownership, brokerage and boat management to South East
Asia: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and the Philippines.

“We are excited to extend the strategic partnership with Monte Carlo
Yachts in terms of territories. The collaboration during the past decade has
proven to be remarkable and resulted in positive customer relationships
achieved through first class management and after sales strength of Asia
Yachting. Amongst the tremendous measurable successes of the
collaboration between Asia Yachting
and Monte Carlo Yachts has been the sale of several #1 hulls, including
MCY 65 / 70 / 80 / 86 / 105. I am convinced that we have the right mix and
synergy between our various territories to best promote the Monte Carlo
Yachts brand to our discerning clients”.
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Olivier Besson - CEO of Asia Yachting
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